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hen Felicia was volunteering as the chair of the Transportation and Parking committee at the International
Canoe Federation (ICF) Junior & U23 Canoe Sprint World
Championships, she was placed in a role in which she had
to make split-second decisions while the event was unfolding. Because of this time-sensitive environment, she was not
always able to make decisions that were congruent with the
orders she received from her (paid) employee counterpart
(i.e., the Director of Event Operations). While her decisions
were task-related in that (for example) she was moving overflow parking to meet the demands of spectators, athletes, and
the media, her supervisor routinely got upset and perceived
the decisions Felicia was making as personal attacks on his
decision-making authority at the event. Thus, a relationship
conflict was born.
Today’s sport and entertainment organizations operate in
contexts where communication is instantaneous. Specifically, during the fast-paced, demanding work schedules of sport
or concert/festival event management, employees and volunteers are continually making decisions and communicating
“on the fly.” Further, paid staff within nonprofit sport clubs
must provide immediate responses to volunteer coaches in
which communication is rushed or last-minute. With this
ad-hoc and often hectic communication and decision-making environment, managers may fall prey to misinterpreting
task-based conflict (e.g., decisions regarding budget allocation prioritization) as relationship-based conflict (e.g., disagreements based on personal incompatibility). Unfortunately, misinterpretation leads to mismanagement and the
potential for dysfunctional outcomes (e.g., communication
breakdown, political divides, turnover) increases rapidly for
a group or organization.

How to Manage Conflict in Sport and Entertainment Organizations

Given the demanding pace of sport and event management, conflict can be seen as a distraction. Thus, it remains
common for managers and leaders to create a culture in
which conflict or disagreement is avoided in an effort to focus energy on event/program management processes and
success. For example, when a permanent sport board for a
provincial/state badminton club is under pressure to finalize
a grant application to increase funding for an upcoming national event, leaders may decide to halt discussion regarding
budget allocation within the grant application. In this situation, the lack of discussion (or ability for board members to
voice disagreement) regarding budget could be misinterpreted as a political move and cause conflict between members.
In this example, the leaders within the club are acting for
the purpose of moving along the grant application; however,
employees are interpreting leader actions as simply avoiding
disagreement to serve personal agendas. This becomes an issue when conflict avoidance is (1) the default conflict management strategy (thus a part of the dominant organizational
culture), and/or (2) viewed by employees/volunteers within
the organization as a political move by leaders to pass along
their own agendas (inaccurately perceived to be the organizational culture).
As noted by MacIntosh and Doherty (2005), leader intentions can be misinterpreted by employees. Thus, when
actions are not managed (or in the example above, not justified) individuals may view such actions as a reflection of
the organizational culture. In sum, when conflict is routinely
avoided it can lead to a toxic organizational culture ripe with
communication breakdowns between divisions or departments (e.g., marketing and operations), power struggles between staff and volunteers, and dysfunctional decision-making as individuals become skeptical of the motivation behind
decisions. However, when individuals feel they have enough
information regarding decision-making processes, misinterpretation of the motivation behind conflict management is
typically reduced (Kerwin, Doherty, & Harman, 2011; Van
Bussel & Doherty, 2015). Thus, understanding the nature of
conflict and appropriate conflict management strategies is
essential. Specifically, this paper is structured to highlight the
importance of leaders and managers understanding (1) the
nature of conflict in their group or organization, (2) potential
conflict management strategies, and (3) the need to communicate why certain management strategies were chosen over
others. Each is discussed within this paper for the purpose of
defining how sport and entertainment leaders can manage
conflict among paid staff and volunteers.

Conflict in Sport and Entertainment
Organizations
Kerwin et al. (2011) outlined that sport managers may commonly view conflict as a “bad” or “derogatory” concept and
Kerwin

thus may be missing out on the benefits that arise from positive conflict/disagreement (e.g., increased communication,
innovative ideas, challenges to the status quo). To properly
manage the effect of conflict, it is imperative to understand
the nature of conflict in groups and organizations. During
the hectic schedule of sport and entertainment programs
(e.g., fixed organizations) and event (e.g., temporary organizations) preparation, managers may choose to ignore
conflict or dissent and adopt avoidance as a conflict management strategy. In the example of Felicia at the beginning
of this paper, conflict was managed by avoidance throughout the event. It was clear that ignoring the conflict between
the volunteer chair and paid staff director created increased
communication issues during the event as decisions began to
be made out of spite, rather than for the betterment of event
operations.
It is important to note that although a valid strategy in
some cases, if relied upon as the “go-to” management strategy, avoiding conflict can create a culture of dis-communication that will affect the quality of sport, concert, and festival
events. Thus, managers need to understand conflict situations, assess which conflict management strategy is best for
certain conflict situations, and develop mechanisms to harness positive conflict. In doing so, we must educate our sport
and entertainment managers on the varying impact of conflict avoidance and the need to critically assess appropriate
conflict management strategies. In this light, sport and entertainment managers should reflect on and embrace Jehn’s
(1995, 1997) theory of conflict. Within this theory, conflict
within and between individuals or groups can be categorized
as task conflict or relationship conflict.
Task conflicts are the extent to which a group or organization experiences disagreements over task content (Jehn,
1995). For sport and entertainment managers task-based dissent is very common when planning events, concerts, and/or
festivals. Task conflict can occur in temporary or fixed organizations. As examples, Van Bussel and Doherty (2015) discuss disagreements related to (i) the preparation for a competitive season or hosting an event, (ii) the organization of
registration for a program or event, and (iii) the selection of
uniforms for players, volunteers, and staff members in their
study of conflict in nonprofit sport clubs.
Relationship conflicts are the extent to which a group
or organization experiences interpersonal incompatibility
(Jehn, 1995). Relationship conflicts regarding struggles for
power or status (incompatibilities) are quite commonplace
in sport and entertainment organizations as the utilization
of both paid staff and volunteers creates ambiguity in the
reporting hierarchy. For example, in a fixed organization
like the United States Olympic Committee (USOC), a board
member who has experience in social media marketing and
the director of marketing for the USOC may engage in relationship conflict to demonstrate their power over one another in the decision-making process. Similarly, in a temVolume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 76
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porary organization like the Toronto 2015 Pan Am Games
Organizing committee, the presence of volunteer committee
members and paid staff individuals offers similar potential
for power struggles conflict (Hoye & Cuskelly, 2007). These
issues of incompatibility are enhanced given the time-bound
and often virtual communication patterns that occur between paid staff and volunteers of sport and entertainment
organizations.
If this classification of task versus relationship conflicts
is ignored, the potential benefit of conflict management
for the purpose of increasing debate and discussion is lost.
As an example, I was involved in a study with two sport
management research colleagues in which we conducted
semi-structure interviews with 20 provincial sport organization (PSO) board members in Canada. These board members were involved in fixed organizations and charged with
sport program planning and governance (long term), as
well as bidding for and hosting national events (short term,
time bound) within their province. Through each interview
it was very clear that most board members defined conflict
in its relationship-based form and subsequently downplayed
conflict because of its negative connotation. Specifically, one
board member claimed, “I definitely do not call it conflict…
that is too harsh. It is not conflict, it is differences of opinion.”
Further, another board member stated,
Your questions that you posed in terms of relative
level of conflict, I characterize it as a relatively low
level in terms of using the word conflict. We disagree on some things. I mean, it is a discussion
where the various points of view are respected and
there is never any animosity.
Here, the board member is describing conflict in his/her
board, but did not want to label the disagreement as such.
To the point, only one of the 20 individuals interviewed explicitly recognized the potential benefit of task conflict and
discussed the result of creative ideas and innovation when
engaged in such disagreement. This manager also highlighted that fostering task disagreement around event preparation (in which tension is high and stress levels can be at their
peak) requires increased reliance on a strong leader to control
the tone and direction of the conflict or debate. As discussed
by the manager, fostering task disagreement came in the
form of providing all information to board members regarding decisions (typically via email or text, where applicable)
at least two hours prior to the requirement of a decision. Importantly, the manager noted that this time lapse was not always possible, but was discussed as being a norm within the
culture of communication.
Furthermore, participants described conflict according to
a continuum of intensity ranging from respectful and professional discussion to heated and rigorous debate. On this
continuum, outcomes varied from increased decision quality
(e.g., having more information when making decisions reKerwin

garding appropriate programming for youth in a given community) to complete breakdown of communication (e.g.,
limited discussion at meetings and “back talk” after meetings), respectively. Therefore, the question remains: How
do we manage conflict/disagreement to reap the potential
benefits and minimize the potential downfalls?
Since the interview project discussed above, I have been
working with colleagues and practitioners in both Canada
and the United States to answer this question and provide
a summary of potential best practices for sport and entertainment managers—particularly those who operate in the
presence of both paid staff and volunteer board members.
Based on the summary of data from qualitative interview
and quantitative survey methodologies, the following is a
foundational list of questions (and subsequent responses) for
understanding and managing conflict in sport and entertainment organizations:

Questions to Ask When Attempting to Manage
Conflict
1. How do I know what type of conflict my organization or
group is experiencing?
2. How do I determine the best way to deal with the conflict
we are experiencing?
3. How does my organization or group realize the potential
positive impact of conflict?
4. How do we continually monitor and manage the conflict
triggering process?

1. How do I know what type of conflict my organization or group is experiencing?
Answer: Take time to understand the nature of conflict in
your organization or group
To know what kind of conflict your organization or group
is experiencing, managers must understand the people involved in decision making. For example, for temporary organizations hosting an event, whether it is a local sport event,
concert, or festival, it is necessary to incorporate a planning
committee (including both paid staff and unpaid volunteers)
and involve hundreds to thousands of volunteers in the actual execution of the event. Alternatively, for fixed organizations, personnel can operate under a small group of volunteers (e.g., local festival) or a relatively large group of paid
staff and volunteer boards of directors (e.g., international
sport events). In either case, when multiple individuals with
multiple identities, opinions, and experiences are involved in
decision making, conflict or dissent is inevitable. Thus, it is
important to understand the parties involved in the conflict
and whether the conflict is task-based or relationship-based,
as defined above.
For example, while prepping the operational plan for
staging the TD Ottawa Jazz Festival, the board of directors
Volume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 77
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may have different experiences with different concert venues
across the city and thus disagreement about specific concert
locations and timing will arise. This is theoretically described
as a task conflict and certainly can be beneficial to the group
in a culture in which open discussion is encouraged. In this
case, as disagreement ensues conflicting parties will provide
the decision-making group with information regarding (for
example) different locations on the jazz concert schedule,
and thus the group can make more informed decisions. On
the other hand, in a culture of dis-communication, board
members may be uncomfortable with dissent and simply
avoid any conversation that could “rock the boat.” Thus, the
discomfort with conflict shuts down conversation, focuses
attention on personal comfort rather than decision making,
and reduces the quality of the decision made. In this latter
scenario, the location of a concert event may be unfavorable
based on limited information as a result of the lack of communication.
It is important to note that task and relationship conflict
can and do occur simultaneously. Particularly in fixed organizations in which individuals have worked together over an
extended period of time, task conflict can become intense
and long-lasting, which in turn can spark relationship conflict (Kerwin et al., 2011; Kerwin & Doherty, 2012). For instance, a volunteer board of directors may continually disagree over budget allocation for programs (task conflict). If
the conflict endures, it typically becomes more intense and
individuals may start to take “sides” during debate. This can
cause political divides (relationship conflict) that often require an ombudsperson or mediator to resolve. Unfortunately, many sport and entertainment organizations do not have
the financial capacity to serve such an intervention, thus
highlighting the need to manage the task conflict before it
becomes relationship conflict.
When we surveyed managers and leaders in PSOs, task
conflicts were perceived to be “most present” within sport
organizations and had a significant association with decision
quality; however, relationship conflicts were seen to have the
strongest (negative) effect on group decision quality and also
influenced employee and board member satisfaction. As a
leader or manager in cases where conflict is present, we must
be aware that both types of conflict exist and be attuned to
their presence in our organizations, and in particular their
intensity and duration within decision-making processes. As
noted by Cranmer and Myers (2015), leader and subordinate
relationship norms essentially define communication channels between individuals in a group or team. Thus, at least
knowing the relationships that exist and understanding the
type of conflict or disagreement that is present is essential
before conflict can be appropriately managed. This does not
require a lot of extra effort or attention, even in temporary
organizations in which management becomes increasingly
time bound as individuals approach the start of an event.
Specifically, for both fixed and temporary organizations,
Kerwin

the recruitment and orientation processes for all personnel
should include a viable attempt to get to know your organizational or group members. This would involve being aware
of how individuals typically interact and what type of conflict appears to be most common among members. This is a
strategic proactive step in setting the tone for situation-based
conflict management.

2. How do I determine the best way to deal with
the conflict we are experiencing?
Answer: The utility of conflict management strategies is situation-based
Many human resource management textbooks outline the
potential strategies for conflict management. Essentially, the
common message is that conflict can be managed through
changes in behavior and/or changes in attitude. From my
previous research examining conflict, it is clear that behavioral changes are management tactics that are reactive in that
they occur after the conflict episode. For example, separating
conflicting parties is typically a behavioral change in which
a manager will ensure that individuals who disagree do not
interact within one another. Alternatively, attitudinal changes are proactive strategic management tools in that a manager will attempt to adjust the culture of an organization to
focus a collaborative effort around positive and productive
disagreement. For example, in the aforementioned Ottawa
Jazz Festival, the leader could foster attitudinal change by
creating a culture of discussion in which positive debate is
supported and the benefits of differing points of view are recognized. By “walking the talk,” the leader would then continually promote the need to discuss multiple opinions to come
to the best conclusion regarding concert tour locations. For
fixed organizations, this strategy could be built into meeting
agendas and best adopted at the beginning of decision-making cycles when timing is not as hectic or fast paced.
When conflict is managed as simply a behavioral change,
the conflict is always managed after the fact. Thus, the nature
of the discussion (e.g., professional versus heated and rigorous debate) surrounding the conflict would be uncertain and
subject to emotional-based, reactive management strategies.
Based on a summary of research (cf., Parent & Slack, 2006;
Robbins, 1978) and experience, Table 1 provides examples of
(1) conflict management strategies, (2) situations when each
strategy may be appropriate, and (3) situations when each
strategy may be problematic. The emphasis within Table 1
is on the need to understand the types of disagreement that
are occurring and attempt to create a positive proactive culture around debate and dissent. In sum, no matter the type of
organization (fixed or temporary) it is imperative that sport
and entertainment leaders create and communicate a culture
of discussion. Once this culture is created, each conflict episode will require specific conflict management strategies that
are appropriate in certain situations and inappropriate in
Volume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 78
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Table 1. Conflict Management Strategies – Situation-Based Examples of Appropriate Application
Conflict Management
Strategy

1. Culture of Discussion
and Communication*

2. Separating or Merging
Conflicting Individuals/
Groups

3. Negotiation

4. Third-Party Intervention

5. Avoidance

Situation when Strategy = Appropriate

Situation when Strategy = Problematic

In any sport and entertainment organization
where multiple stakeholders have to interact
and make decisions regarding the delivery of
a product or service to the public

If leaders and managers do not actually
“walk the talk” in that they say they want
open dialogue and discussion; however,
during meetings and decision-making
ideas are squashed and discussion is
halted.
When groups are separated and remain
When there is no need for conflicting groups
to work together for short periods of time, the separated without re-merge
conflicting groups can be separated. Once the For example, if conflicting individuals
conflict situation is deflated, the groups should from finance and marketing are separated during event preparation, they must
re-merge to reconcile any differences.
re-merge to manage the working-relationship moving forward.
When there are points of agreement within
When it is clear that there are NO points
the conflict
of agreement and third-party intervention is obviously needed
For example, the board of directors and
executive director of a dance production may
disagree on what programs to offer their
members; however, they do agree that program offerings are VERY important to the
life of their organization.
If the third-party interventionist is
During long, drawn-out conflicts
Any conflict that cannot be managed by lead- viewed as biased
If the third-party interventionist is
ers within the organization (e.g., perhaps the
brought in too early. This communicates
leaders are involved in the conflict)
the message that the organization cannot
manage conflict/dissent.
During hectic event operation and set-up
Avoiding topics simply because of disA manager may say, “There isn’t enough time comfort with dissent
to do this topic justice, but I will reconnect
This creates a culture of stagnation and
once the event is wrapped up.”
dis-communication

*Attitudinal change, which fosters change in culture around conflict/disagreement

others. For example, in fixed organizations it may be appropriate to separate conflicting parties during event operations;
however, it is imperative to re-merge the parties following
the event to ensure that any underlying task conflict does not
go unresolved (and become relationship conflict). In addition, conflict avoidance may be needed during an event for
both temporary and fixed organizations; however, in fixed
organizations the topic of conflict that was avoided should be
revisited once business resumes after the event.
In the sport and entertainment industry, we see that conflict is managed in a reactive, behavioral change approach, in
which conflict avoidance is commonly adopted. Yes, as noted
in Table 1, there are times when conflict can and should be
avoided; however, creating a culture of avoidance can become
toxic. For instance, if disagreement is avoided due to discomfort with a topic (e.g., hosting an event in a low-income subKerwin

urb), programming and operation may miss opportunities to
grow and innovate. Cases in which topics producing conflict
are simply avoided due to “discomfort with dissent” may also
lead to extreme cases that result in the perpetuation of unethical behavior. For example, we see the case of the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) in which
allegations of two generations of soccer officials abusing positions of trust have begged the question, why didn’t anyone
stop the cycle of fraud? One potential explanation could be
that in international organizations where there is little faceto-face interaction and the ability to challenge or dissent decisions is relatively severed, it seems a culture of avoidance
may be inevitable. However, in our sport and entertainment
organizations, we can learn from these dysfunctional cases
by recognizing the outcomes of avoidance as a conflict management strategy.
Volume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 79
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I highlight the need to understand the way we communicate and ensure that our leadership teams are comprised
of multiple individuals who are not afraid to challenge the
status quo in meaningful ways. As an example, in Canada, the
national nonprofit act that governs nonprofit sport organizations was adjusted to make it mandatory to incorporate diversity (e.g., skills, expertise) when electing volunteer boards
of directors. It is not feasible to assume that all sport and
entertainment organizations have the capacity to meet such
legal requirements to serve the purpose of attempting to enhance quality debate. Alternatively, the suggestion is to push
leadership in fixed and temporary organizations to focus on
recruiting individuals who are comfortable challenging the
status quo. As noted by Kassing (2009), if employees or personnel are invited to be active members in communication
and conflict management processes, the decision to be involved in certain types of conflict will be strategic rather than
emotional. Further, Kassing and Anderson (2014) suggested
that a lack of openness to feedback (a form of avoidance) is
associated with negative communication tactics. These tactics can foster dissent, distrust, and communication breakdowns. Thus, within long-term conflict management strategies leaders must attempt to create attitudinal change that
will focus on open communication and harness the potential
positive impact of task-based disagreement.

3. How does my organization or group realize
the potential positive impact of conflict?
Answer: Accepting that disagreement can be beneficial
Through research and interaction with managers in the
industry, I have found that formalized processes and positive
culture around discussion is the key to (proactively) harnessing development of positive task conflict. Specifically, a great
example of proactively managing a culture of positive task
disagreement comes when looking at The Calgary International Children’s Festival organizing committee. This group
has ensured that policies and procedures for communication
between various sub-committees for event planning are formalized to promote positive discussion within and between
groups. When people know who to communicate with and
how communication chains are designed, they are able to effectively voice concern when needed and have a mechanism
for discussing new or creative ideas for evening planning and
execution.
Further, the Festival’s mission, “To provide young people
with a performing arts experience that sparks imagination,
inspires creative thought, encourages cultural understanding, and fosters a lifelong passion for the arts,” is constantly
linked to communication strategies. This link focuses efforts
on group goals and away from individual self-interest. We
often overlook the power of strategically using our missions
to guide discussion, communication, and conflict.

Kerwin

Moreover, I would be remiss to ignore the influence of
strong active leaders who are consistent in their message to
encourage task conflict for the betterment of idea generation.
The former president of a provincial sport organization is a
leader in an organization that has been labeled as having a
large amount of “good” task conflict. When asked his point
of view on conflict, the president replied:
I try to make sure that everybody who has an opinion is heard. So I am not as hung up on us banging
through our agenda and getting out within a certain period of time. I have the board allocate more
than enough time before the meetings and we try
to stay within a reasonable schedule, but I want to
make sure everybody who has something to say has
had a chance to say it. That is really because, in every board there are people who are a little less vocal
and I don’t want the loud members to be the only
ones to have an opinion.
He highlights that a good leader will understand certain
situations do not allow for longer or larger discussions, but
there needs to be an appropriate mechanism for individuals to voice their opinions and be involved in positive conflict. This is particularly true when politics come into play
and individuals feel that engaging in conflict would reduce
their status within a group. For new or lower-level employees, this is particularly problematic as voicing an opinion
may come with fear of retaliation. In any case, trust must be
built around the conflict culture in which conflict is seen as
beneficial by all. Creating this culture will help reduce fears
associated with voicing an opinion and harness task conflicts
from developing in terms of intensity, and/or leading to (i.e.,
triggering) negative relationship conflict.

4. How do we continually monitor and manage
the conflict triggering process?
Answer: Fostering trust and shared values among staff and
volunteers
Through a connection to intercollegiate athletic departments (Kerwin & Doherty, 2012), I had the opportunity to
survey middle managers regarding their perceptions of task
and relationship conflicts. Here I found that task conflicts
more often than not developed into relationship conflicts
(“triggering” process), and trust and value similarity significantly influenced whether or not the conflict “triggering”
happened. First, when examining intercollegiate sport, the
conversation around budget prioritization was highlighted
and that task disagreement often occurred when an athletic
director was attempting to allocate dollars to various teams,
departments, or units. Within the research project, study
participants identified that task disagreements around budgets were associated with perceptions of power struggles in
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that teams, departments, or units would (obviously) be fighting for their own goals and benefit.
Second, the results of the study showed that the “obvious”
link to power struggles that triggered relationship conflict
was mitigated by trust in the decision-making process and
presence of value similarity. First, both proactive and reactive
strategies should be set around a culture of communication
and positive debate to foster trust in the people and processes of decision making. For example, Sanderson (2014)
suggested that social media communication can be strategically managed as a communication tool in that managers
can drive and shape messages during turbulent times. This
is a particular useful management strategy for temporary or
fixed organizations before and after decisions are made to allow individuals a “voice” for the purpose of enhancing trust
around decision-making processes.
Second, sport and entertainment managers must be aware
of the power of developing a shared list of values (surrounding the organization or event’s mission) that each decision
can operate under, thus fostering value similarity. The quicker managers and leaders focus on group values, move away
from individual values, and ensure decisions are made based
on group values the more likely the triggering process will be
diminished. With the example of the Calgary International Children’s Festival organizing committee, if policies and
procedures for communication between various sub-committees are formalized, a common set of group values are
then developed from the Festival’s mission. In this case, potential “rogue” behavior focused on individual agendas can
be minimized and thus disagreement is less likely to become
personal.
Conversely, it is clear that organizations like FIFA (as discussed previously) operate based on a set of values that are
fostered around individual interests and do not take into account choices or goals related to the betterment of the organization (or the organizational mission, more specifically). In
rogue cases such as these, task conflict always triggers relationship-based conflict because of the individual interest involved in decision making, is avoided to ensure change does
not occur and rogue behavior can continue, and is avoided
for fear of what might happen to the person who raises the issue/dissent. When discussion and conflict become personal,
the focus of decision making is skewed and ultimately breaks
down the final product or service put out by sport and entertainment employees and volunteers.

Conclusion
Given the evolving context of sport and entertainment organizations in which more and more individuals are involved
as staff and board members; the diversity of personalities and
experiences of these individuals need to be embraced and
harnessed to create positive discussion and conflict. Thus,
Kerwin

this paper addresses the need to understand the type of conflict in sport and entertainment organizations as an essential
step in deciding the way to manage conflict. Further, creating a proactive culture of discussion and communication is
suggested as a strategy that should be commonplace in organizations and that can cross over both temporary and fixed
organizational contexts.
If innovative ideas and challenges to current norms are
not fostered through positive conflict/disagreement, organizations may fall behind the times or fall prey to rogue/unethical behavior. Sport and entertainment organizations that are
temporary or fixed in nature and operate in the event management context with fluctuating employees/board member
pools may find these ideas particularly useful. Specifically,
the four questions and subsequent answers presented are
certainly not a panacea for dysfunctional conflict; however,
they provide a foundation for understanding the nature of
conflict in sport and entertainment organizations and highlighting the need to develop proactive conflict management
strategies.
The points above serve as a resource for managers to reflect upon in an effort to promote positive disagreement and
mitigate toxic forms of relationship conflict that can completely debilitate organizational functioning. From my research and experience in this area, managers must look to
understand the attitudes around conflict in their organization or group to ensure that employees and volunteers are
comfortable voicing opinions and positing dissent. For both
temporary and fixed organizations, opening communication and adopting a system for positive debate should start
directly from personnel hire/recruitment and orientation.
Understanding perceptions of conflict and communication
styles can help managers utilize the most appropriate conflict
management strategy for a given situation in an effort to increase communication and enhance the quality of decisions
towards product, service, and event delivery success.
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eferendum voting outcomes have proven informative
about economic behavior in many areas of government
spending. Primarily, analysis has been in education, health
care, and nuclear power, but there is a growing literature in
sports and entertainment economics. The economic analysis
of voting outcomes has also proven effective in understanding the motivations of voters, sport and entertainment fans
and non-fans, and politicians. This is true of what used to be
referred to as “stand alone” facilities, and the growing modern approach that includes sport and entertainment facilities
as part of much larger real estate or entertainment complex
development.
Our ambition here is two-fold and aimed explicitly at
sport and entertainment managers and researchers. First,
we outline the general framework connecting politicians
to sport and entertainment business. Second, we apply that
general framework to referendum voting on sport and entertainment facility subsidies. The application includes both
the theory and a particularly instructive historical example
we studied on the 1997 vote regarding Seahawks Stadium
(i.e., Qwest Field). While this election did not cover the very
model of a modern major subsidy issue, the vote did involve
both a stadium and convention center. Additionally, what
this referendum lacked in the modern major development
context, it had in abundance a truly strategic approach employed by Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen at the time. The
description of the issues, the interaction of the private and
public actors, and the eventual outcome viewed from the
state-level lens served as the inspiration for our other work
in the area (Horn, Cantor, & Fort, 2015).
We know that this type of economic overview is not the
same thing as the actual day-to-day implementation of a
management strategy aimed at procuring a public subsidy.
But, the more tools in your belt when you head out into the
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world, the more problems you can solve.
From the original building of the relationship between private management and public representatives, to specification of the
financing that leads to public and private
shares of construction expense, down to the
details of the final lease that will govern use
of the facility after it is built, sport and entertainment managers are involved each step of
the way.

The Framework

Owner and
supporters
General
taxpayers

Stadium
subsidy

Local and state
elected officials

Borcherding and Deacon (1972) and Deacon
and
Shapiro (1975) originally explored the economic calculus of the individual referendum
voting decision. Their theory pinpointed the Figure 1. Special interest politics and facility subsidies.
economic determinants of voting from the
basic observation that individuals will vote
Finally, since individuals care about the level of expenyes when they are economically better off by doing so. Po- diture in the final outcome, there may be control over the
litical outcomes impact both the values that voters receive alternatives that face voters on the actual ballot. If so, there
and the costs that they pay. Values can be tied to eventual may be situations where spending outcomes are not the meconsumption of the goods and services, provided the ref- dian voter’s most preferred outcome because the voter’s most
erendum passes. For example, employment will increase as preferred outcome did not show up on the ballot, even if that
organizations or facilities hire and contract with service pro- particular voter is measured correctly. This is the well-known
viders to enhance stadium operations. Within, the enhanced Romer and Rosenthal (1978) “reversion threat” under agenattendance value will be important to a number of groups. da control (an example is provided later in this paper). FiliAlternatively, costs typically are tied to payment mecha- mon, Romer, and Rosenthal (1982) and Fort (1988, 1997) list
nisms. For example, diversions from state lotteries, increased the many works that followed that original work (including
hotel taxes, and property taxes are all costs associated with more by Romer and Rosenthal).
different referenda.
Out of all of these issues, a textbook example of the special
Turning to empirical specifications, the main problem is interest interpretation of the sports subsidy arena emerges
that individual voting is anonymous. Unable to tie individ- (see Fort, 2011). While the usual impediments to participaual choice to individual socio-economic data, it is typical to tion (e.g., costs of registration, costs of turning out to vote)
appeal to a pivotal voter like Downs’ (1957) “median voter.” may not be overwhelming, rational ignorance and free riding
Under this choice, one only needs to analyze one representa- do seem characteristic of sports referenda. Turnout is low in
tive individual, namely, the voter holding the median expen- special elections and falloff (i.e., failing to cast a vote on a
diture preference. But in using this theoretical framework particular issue even when the voter is in the booth) can be
other issues arise. What statistics represent the median vot- substantial when the issue appears on the general election
er? Does the pivotal median preference relate to median co- ballot. Elected officials know this and pay attention only to
variates such as income? Does the median preference holder the most important portions of their constituency that help
own the median level of taxable property? What is the appro- their re-election aims, leaving taxpayers out of the equation
priate level of aggregation for the statistical characterization (see Figure 1).
of this pivotal voter (e.g., precinct or county; a comprehenA powerful constituency of owners and supporters influsive review is in Hoxby, 2000)?
ences the electoral chances of state and local elected officials.
In the public choice interplay between economics and po- Those officials choose facility subsidy levels and subsidy
litical science, other issues also arise (originally Buchanan methods that owners and supporters evaluate in terms of
& Tullock, 1962; Olson, 1965). Registration and turnout are their own economic welfare. If the policies are best for the
costly. Voters are prone to rational ignorance and free-rid- owners and supporters, elected officials receive votes and
ing behavior. Information biases inevitably confront voters. vote-generating support. The impact of general taxpayers, in
All of these complex aspects of voting behavior impact who part due to rational ignorance and free riding, is minimized;
shows up, whether they actually cast a vote, and whether however, they still help pay the subsidies. The result is the
they make informed choices.
“concentrated benefits, dispersed costs” special interest outHorn and Fort
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However, if the alternative were no team at all, the limit
idea of the worst possible reversion in the event of referendum failure, voters C and D would join voter E in passing a
new elaborate stadium since that is closer to their preference
than the zero reversion alternative. Those writing the referendum know this and, based on the reversion threat, only the
spending level preferred by E appears on the ballot.
The foregoing is the working framework for analyzing
that portion of the relationship between government and the
sports and/or entertainment business that is covered by referendum voting. It is equally useful, but application requires
care, on sports facilities directly and on the role of sports facilities in larger real estate and entertainment complexes.

the classic concentrated benefits/dispersed costs outcome for
a city-level referendum in Cincinnati. Fort (1999) compared
spending levels determined by referenda to spending levels
passed by elected representatives and discovered referenda
do not consistently reduce spending. Depken (2000) shows
that fan loyalty helps determine voting outcomes on nine
city-level stadium elections.
More recently the impact of stadium proximity on voting
behavior has become an area of increased interest in the literature. For instance, Coates and Humphries (2006) found
proximity to the facility increases yes vote percentages for
sports and entertainment facility referenda in Houston and
Wisconsin. Additionally, Dehring, Depken II, and Ward
(2008) found a proximity effect on property values from the
new Cowboys Stadium (i.e., AT&T Stadium) in Arlington,
Texas. No doubt, these outcomes are closely related to other
findings of property values following stadium construction
positively related to proximity (Ahlfeldt & Kavetsos, 2014;
Dehring, Depken II, & Ward, 2007; Feng & Humphreys,
2012; Tu, 2005).
However, the effect of proximity on voting outcomes is
potentially more complicated than the simple direct relationship in the aforementioned studies. For instance, Ahlfeldt and
Maennig (2012) found in an analysis of a professional stadium in Munich that voters nearest to the proposed stadium
site actually were more likely to vote against the referendum.
The reasoning follows the “not in my backyard” effect—some
voters may actually experience higher costs than others from
a stadium being built (e.g., noise, pollution, congestion). In
the US, our recent publication (i.e., Horn, Cantor, and Fort,
2015) discovered that there actually was a negative impact
on precinct level voting on the proposed Seahawk Stadium
site, but support picked up rapidly within a short drive of
that location. There was nothing smooth about the manifold
of support since it also declines again before one gets too far
away from the site.

The Work on Referenda in Sports and
Entertainment Facilities

The Seahawks Stadium and Exhibition
Center Referendum

The literature on referendum voting in the sports context
began with contributions by Noll and Zimbalist (1997).
Within, Agostini, Quigley, and Smolensky (1997) estimated
a voting model at the precinct level for a ballpark in the San
Francisco area, finding that socio-demographic data explain
voting outcomes. Their analysis found that voters with higher income, more education, and high-status jobs were more
in favor of the ballpark initiatives. Fort (1997) studied stadium-funding referenda for their general outcome characteristics and the importance of agenda control, but does no
formal estimation of voting outcomes. He found that there is
ample historical evidence of agenda control in sports referenda. Brown and Paul (1999) also found evidence to support

We turn now to our in-depth instructive example, an overall management perspective on the election in the state of
Washington. Referendum 48, a Washington statewide special
election on June 17, 1997, was for funding a new football-only stadium to keep the NFL’s Seattle Seahawks from relocating to southern California. The specific details of the funding
referendum can be found in the 28-page Official Washington Voter’s Pamphlet (Secretary of the State of Washington,
1997). The ballot stated that the stadium would cost approximately $425 million with a 76-24 public-private split ($323
million public money). The referendum passed by a slight
51.1% of the popular vote—820,364 yes; 783,584 no (Secretary of the State of Washington, 2009).

come well-known from public choice. The history of public
spending on stadiums and arenas is one of dramatic adjusted
growth over time as predicted by this special interest outcome (Long, 2013; Okner, 1974, Quirk & Fort, 1992).
Agenda control in the sports facility subsidy context is
also now common, as shown in Figure 2 (Fort, 1997, 2011).
On a single dimension of stadium spending, voter A prefers
zero spending (consequently, no team), voter B prefers no
spending increase (the current stadium situation), voters C
and D prefer some new spending (a renovation or modest
update), and voter E prefers the largest spending (a new elaborate stadium). In a simple majority vote, where voters could
pick the type of stadium, voters C and D would get their way
since their most preferred outcome is better for voter E than
the obsolete stadium; the vote is 3-2 against the endpoints.

Figure 2. The setter problem in referenda.

Horn and Fort
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Clearly, the Seahawk Stadium outcome was, from the outset, a managed sports outcome. First, as noted in the work
cited above, the narrowest of margins of victory is highly
suggestive that agenda control played a significant role in the
voting outcome. Just prior to the referendum, Ken Behring
(the owner at the time) tried to move the team to Hollywood Park, California (Fort, 1999). The NFL commissioner
turned him back under a league-enforced cooling off period.
In terms of reversion levels of services and agenda control,
proponents did all they could to portray Referendum 48 as
essential to keeping the Seahawks in Seattle.
During the league-enforced cooling off period, Paul Allen paid $10 million for an option to buy the Seahawks and
made it clear he would only exercise this option if a new,
publicly funded stadium would be built. If the option expired, the team would still belong to Behring and, predicated
on his past actions, the team would likely move. Thus, Allen’s
option purchase left the underlying threat that voters would
lose their team if they did not come through with the stadium subsidy by passing Referendum 48. In open letters to the
people of the state, Allen put it like this:
Dear fellow Washingtonians:
I’ve said from the start I wouldn’t go forward with
purchasing the Seahawks and building a new stadium and exhibition center without your approval. Knowing a “Yes” vote will be an act of trust, I’d
like to share my commitments to this public/private
partnership… Should we move forward, the new
stadium and exhibition center will be a valuable
asset – bringing our communities together and benefiting the state for decades to come. (Secretary of
the State of Washington, 1997, p. 4)
There was a clear management strategy inherent in the
funding arrangement actually specified in the referendum
and the advertising strategy around it. As noted in the previous section, information bias can be especially subverting of
the referendum process. The management strategy here was
no exception. Proponents blitzed every major state newspaper with two-page center spreads during the “Our Team
Works” campaign. The funding arrangement was heralded
at every turn and misrepresented almost as often. This campaign spent $3 million compared to opponents’ $160,000
with a completely predictable slant.
The campaign touted the shameful condition of the previous sport and entertainment facility, the Kingdome, and suggested that it could be wiped away under the referendum, but
its remaining debt was just rolled over into the total amount.
The campaign also emphasized user tax revenue, disavowed
any new taxes, and claimed zero impact on current state revenue sources. All were only partly true and only under strict
definition. First, the funding arrangement did include $52
Horn and Fort

million in ticket taxes and $4 million in parking taxes, that is,
user fees. But, it also included a King County (Seattle) room
tax extension to generate $40 million, which while technically not a new tax was clearly a higher rate on an existing tax.
Moving on, the most obvious diversion of existing revenue was state sales tax forgiveness at $101 million. Diverting this portion of King County’s sales tax obligation to help
pay for construction leaves that much less for other purposes
across the state. The $127 million from a new lottery game
was perhaps a less obvious diversion of existing revenue. Yet
if the gambling propensity in the population were constant,
a new game simply diverts funds from other games and their
spending purpose, affecting many projects already connected to the lottery funds. For example, in 1997, lottery funds
were dedicated to K-12 and higher education construction
projects, economic development, problem gambling prevention and treatment, and the state’s general fund.
Finally, $27 million came in tax breaks to the builders of
the stadium. Most reasonably, the next best opportunity for
these builders would have been another public endeavor that
would have generated tax revenue. Thus, this $27 million
appears to be a phantom contribution, as the public never
would have borne this cost in the first place. If so, then the
true cost of the stadium was actually $398 million and the
public-private split was 74-26 ($296 million public).
There was also another $14 million in interest added to
the pot and the reader will have by now noticed that the total
amount is $365 million, which is $42 million more than the
$323 that actually appeared on the ballot. The difference is
in cost overruns built into the amounts and a fund to build
baseball parks across the state. The statewide ballparks provision was clearly an enticement to the many people across
the state that would never get to a Seahawks game. In addition, the Seahawks promised to move their summer training
camp back to the eastern side of the state, and they did. The
campus of Eastern Washington University in Cheney, Washington, was home to summer camp from 1997 to 2007 but
returned to the west side of the state afterward.
The upshot of all of this is, of course, the object lesson in
success. The referendum barely passed, but this is indicative
that the spending for this stadium was set at the highest level at which it would just pass based on the reversion threat
through agenda control. The geographic distribution of yes
votes by county shown in Figure 3 is also quite instructive.
We note that the Cascade Mountains split the state into what
residents refer to as the West side and the East side. Figure 3
makes clear that the West side carried the vote; proximity to
the eventual site of Qwest Field in Seattle, King County, coincides with the strength of the vote in favor of Referendum 48.
With the exception of Benton County, all are symmetrically
distributed around Seattle, taking into account the presence
of Puget Sound.
Adding the population and income data in Tables 1 and 2,
it is safe to characterize the counties that passed Referendum
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Figure 2. Referendum Bill 48: Geographic voting outcome.
Source: Data are from Secretary of the State of Washington (2009). Calculations and picture by the authors.
48 as 1) in the Northwest corner of the state, proximate to
the eventual location of Qwest Field in Seattle; 2) the most
heavily populated counties in the state; and 3) at the top of
the state income distribution. There are nearly no exceptions
to this characterization. Among counties that passed the
referendum, Benton County is not in the Northwest corner,
but it ranks 10th in population and 5th in county income,
and Grays Harbor County stands out only for its low income
ranking.
Among counties that did not pass the referendum, San
Juan County appears to be in close proximity but actually
is quite isolated as a group of very small islands reachable
only by air or ferry. Clark, Spokane, and Yakima Counties are
top 10 population areas but all are quite distant. In addition,
Spokane and Yakima Counties are far down the income distribution. Clark and San Juan Counties have high income but
Clark is quite distant from Seattle and, as just mentioned, San
Juan is quite isolated.
For whatever reason, Benton County voters followed
the West side vote. It may be that Benton’s large population
(10th, primarily in the “tri-cities” of Kennewick, Pasco, and
Richland) and income (5th) caused it to support the referendum despite its marginally manageable distance from Seattle. For example, Spokane County also is highly populated
but quite far from King County and voted heavily against the
referendum. It is also well known that this tri-cities area is
Horn and Fort

a baseball hotbed; maybe they were particularly enamored
with the statewide ballpark promise.
To make the story complete, and quite symmetrical, the
counties with the lowest proportion of yes votes are in the
farthest corners of the state away from King County. Not surprisingly, these regions also happen to have low populations
compared to the rest of the state (except for the aforementioned Spokane County). The distribution of yes votes suggests that the more-populated, more-affluent West side took
full political advantage over the rest of the state. Nine counties symmetrically around the proposed location of the stadium, plus Benton County, had their way over the remaining
29 counties in the state since the costs were borne statewide.
This ends up to have been quite a successful outcome
for the sports and entertainment managers involved. They
were able to take advantage of the major weaknesses in the
referendum process. Because of rational ignorance and free
riding, the most important voters were in the major population centers in the west. In addition, they took control of the
agenda in terms of the level of spending that would appear
on the ballot, clearly won the information bias war, and put
the focus on user charges and away from very real current
state revenue diversions. Paul Allen exercised his option and
bought the Seahawks that same year for $194 million.
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Table 1. County Population and Median Household Income, Washington State, 1997
Population

Rank

Income

Rank

State
5,663,763
42,399
Adams
15,989
31
31,795
30
Asotin
20,273
29
31,499
31
Benton*
136,503
10
44,057
5
Chelan
65,936
17
35,662
19
Clallam
62,889
18
34,770
22
Clark
317,324
5
45,705
3
Columbia
4,527
37
30,820
34
Cowlitz
90,728
12
36,738
14
Douglas
31,252
26
36,855
13
Ferry
7,127
36
30,489
35
Franklin
47,206
21
35,770
18
Garfield
2,252
39
34,792
21
Grays Harbor*
68,188
15
31,368
32
Grant
70,433
13
33,977
25
Island*
68,967
14
41,901
8
Jefferson
25,116
27
34,282
23
King*
1,679,516
1
48,271
2
Kitsap*
228,181
6
44,098
4
Kittitas
32,325
25
29,775
36
Klickitat
18,627
30
33,543
27
Source: State of Washington (2008a, 2008b).
Note: * denotes that Referendum 48 passed in the county.

Population

Lewis
Lincoln
Mason
Okanogan
Pacific
Pend Oreille
Pierce*
San Juan
Skagit*
Skamania
Snohomish*
Spokane
Stevens
Thurston*
Wahkiakum
Walla Walla
Whatcom*
Whitman
Yakima

67,350
9,883
47,277
40,277
20,813
11,816
668,103
12,906
97,848
9,559
557,016
409,553
37,609
199,081
3,883
55,238
157,460
40,815
223,917

Rank

16
34
20
23
28
33
2
32
11
35
3
4
24
8
38
19
9
22
7

Income

33,610
35,838
36,524
28,047
28,974
31,223
42,596
41,134
38,449
37,409
50,680
34,920
32,435
43,748
36,566
34,094
37,553
28,697
32,946

Rank

26
17
16
39
37
33
7
9
10
12
1
20
29
6
15
24
11
38
28

Table 2. Population and Income, Counties that Passed Referendum 48, 1997
Population

Benton
136,503
Grays Harbor
68,188
Island
68,967
King
1,679,516
Kitsap
228,181
Pierce
668,103
Skagit
97,848
Snohomish
557,016
Thurston
199,081
Whatcom
157,460
Source: State of Washington (2008a, 2008b).
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Rank

Income

Rank

10
15
14
1
6
2
11
3
8
9

44,057
31,368
41,901
48,271
44,098
42,596
38,449
50,680
43,748
37,553

5
32
8
2
4
7
10
1
6
11
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Conclusions
Our ambition in this article was to outline the relationships
between government and the sports and entertainment business in an area essential to some managers, namely, public
subsidies of sports and entertainment facilities. In particular,
we specifically address referenda on sports and entertainment facilities. On this topic, the theory is clear, and the past
work is instructive; however, there remains much to do.
Our work on the 1997 Seahawks Stadium referendum in
the state of Washington is an instructive example of references to our previous work since it was a well-managed campaign. The threat by eventual owner Paul Allen that he would
only exercise his option to buy the team if the referendum
passed, coupled with the ad campaign that included both a
significant bias in favor of the referendum as well as constant
claims of an “all or nothing” proposition, appear to have resulted in a spending level that was at just what the marginal
voter would bear. Evidence is the 51-49 vote outcome.
In addition, the funding arrangement was easily made
to appear of the “no new taxes/no impact on current state
revenue” variety, even though careful assessment shows otherwise on most dimensions. Finally, while some might find
them token, for voters that might never use the new facility,
the promise of baseball parks and a move of summer training
camp to the east side of the state could swing voters on the
fence. In any event, the outcome was a decided victory of the
West side over the East side.
The very recent spate of referendum failures and failure of
sports and entertainment manager ambitions to obtain a referendum for their particular issue poses interesting areas for
future research. For instance, the New York Islanders’ failed
ballot measure of November 2011 (Compton, 2015) is particularly relevant. The vote was 57-43 against a $400 million
general obligation bond to renovate the Islanders’ 40-year
old arena, Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum. Exhausting other avenues for subsidy, 14 months after the failure of
the election, Islanders owner Charles Wang announced the
Islanders would move at the end of their lease in 2015. Indeed, the Islanders are moving to the new Barclays Center
in Brooklyn for the 2015-16 season. The move to the newer
stadium has enabled the Islanders to dramatically increase
ticket prices. In 2014-15, the average price of a ticket was
$120 but in 2015-16 it is projected be $175. In the 2014-15
season opener, the average price for admission was $137 with
the cheapest ticket at $60, yet tickets for the 2015-16 season
opener average $466.67 with the cheapest ticket costing $165
(Lawrence, 2015).
At the minor league baseball level, the recent failure of the
vote for a baseball park in Wilmington, North Carolina, is
instructive (March, 2012). Aimed at luring an Atlanta Braves
farm club, the election failed 70-30. Supporters touted both
the economic development value and the affordable, additional quality of life values of the minor league team for the
Horn and Fort

community. Opponents, just as typically, voiced philosophical problems (public funds to private purpose) and questioned the size of these benefits, pointing out that $37 million in general obligation bonds would raise property taxes
by 2.5-cents per $100 ($50 a year for a $200,000 home), for
about 20 years. Opponents pointed out the money would be
better spent on basic services.
In closing, we suggest the following for the “bigger picture” of taxation, tax burden, and public subsidy related to
sport and entertainment. Especially, the special interest setting suggests further analysis of rhetorical stances geared at
influencing voting outcomes. This is not our area of expertise, but it should prove an enlightening area of research for
our colleagues in that area. Most importantly, referendum
analysis as detailed here will prove useful in identifying the
source of impacts on taxes, tax burden, and public subsidy—
all can be traced to the underlying economic considerations
of voters. This should be of great interest to those seeking
to influence voting outcomes, in particular, the policymaker
whose aim is to improve the social outcomes of public investment in sport and entertainment facilities.
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port and entertainment organizations follow themes and
best practices just like firms in other industries. Of late,
the word “experience” is one of those themes. Just as “Starbucks goes out of its way to provide a unique experience
before the customer even walks into one of its stores, sport
organizations seek to do the same for their fans” (Turnali,
2013, para. 4). Ticket sales personnel are often taught to sell
the experience of the event, concentrating on the elements
that consumers may enjoy most about attending. Some clubs
even go so far as to have an “Experience Center,” as the luxury suites are called in the Sacramento Kings’ downtown arena (Van der Meer, 2015). Executives for the Orlando Magic
(a National Basketball Association team) also have placed
a high value on creating “an entertainment destination” replete with high definition content, state-of-the-art video and
audio, and digital signage (which replaced static content) all
over the arena (Kurth, 2011).
Experiences sell. Experiences promote. Experiences attract attendees. Experiences, quite simply, are a key ingredient of sport and entertainment organizations’ marketing and
sponsorship formulas. The recent $400 million multi-year
partnership struck between Toyota Motor Sales and International Speedway Corporation, for example, is primarily
geared towards enhancing fan engagement and experience
with “…Wi-Fi, larger and more comfortable seating, escalators, twice the number of restrooms and large concourses with all the bells and whistles fans expect of a modern,
major sports facility” (Cain, 2014, para. 4). But experiences
can benefit more than just the marketing and sponsorship
realms. Sport and entertainment brands can use experiences
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in a not altogether obvious way to improve one of the most
fundamental functions of any business organization: attracting and hiring new employees.

The High Cost of Bad Hires
The recruitment, screening, hiring, and training of premium
talent are a collection of interconnected management processes that unquestionably contribute to the enduring success of a business firm and its ability to remain competitive
with, if not gain a competitive advantage over, rival firms. Indeed, the issue of recruiting and hiring people is a major deal
for sport and entertainment businesses because people make
organizations what they are; at the heart of organizations are
people (Schneider, 1987). According to Derrick Hall, President of the Arizona Diamondbacks (a Major League Baseball team), “We’re in an industry where early entry jobs are
extremely difficult, the turnover is devastating and so you
have to create a culture where your employees, not the customers, come first. If the employee feels respected, developed
and promoted, he or she will in return treat the customer the
same way” (Belzer, 2015, para. 6).
Perhaps especially in the sport and entertainment industry, attracting, screening, and selecting personnel are expensive, time- and labor-intensive processes given the prevailing
manner in which some would-be job seekers fantacize about
working in the industry (Andrew, Todd, Greenwell, Pack, &
Cannon, 2006; Cunningham, Sagas, Dixon, Kent, & Turner,
2005; Kjeldsen, 1990; Mathner & Martin, 2012; Mensch &
Mitchell, 2008). That is, very often in the sport and entertainment industry, the brand of the firm colors the expectations
of the would-be applicants, and even influences them to apply, often for the wrong reasons (Todd & Kent, 2009). Take
the case of a recent job posting on Teamworkonline from
Monumental Sports and Entertainment Group (which owns
and operates the NBA’s Washington Wizards, NHL’s Washington Capitals, WNBA’s Washington Mystics, and the Verizon Center) in Ticket Sales. It is very likely that applicants
who were attracted to one of the teams owned by Monumental would cite that as a prevailing motivation for their interest in the position. But oftentimes, hiring managers look to
distinguish fantasies flowing out of one’s attraction to sport
or entertainment from more acceptable motivations (which
is why the job ad lists previous sales experience with a pro or
college sports team as a preferred qualification).
Mark McDonald, the director of internships at the University of Massachusetts’s sport management program, referred to sport management as “…one of the sexy industries,
and it’s very hard to discourage students from joining the
industry” (Belson, 2009, para 13). Thus, job seekers in this
industry are greatly affected by the prestige of the opportunity, and in that sense the opportunity may be “sexy,” but not
necessarily a job that is a good fit for the knowledge, skills,
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and abilities of the applicant. This was actually the subject
of a study by Todd and Andrew (2008), who found a sample
of students attending a sport and entertainment conference
to target professional leagues and teams for the bulk of their
applications (regardless of whether they were truly a good fit
for the opportunity), and cited the prestige of those sport and
entertainment properties as a dominant reason determining
their interest. In the context of the previous example, Monumental Sports and Entertainment may have many applicants
for the open position who are attracted to one of the group’s
brands (Wizards, Capitals, Mystics, Verizon Center) rather
than the fit between the actual job and the applicant’s skills/
experiences.
Hacker (2010) creatively referred to the threat of poor
hiring decisions as the “peril of zombie-ism” (i.e., the hiring of individuals who are unhappy, uncommitted, and a
poor fit for a particular job and/or organization) that “left
unchecked, will destroy your organization from the inside
out” (p. 25). He warned that great attention should be paid
to human resource processes, with particular attention being
given to the screening and hiring of employees, so as to avoid
letting the destructive virus gain entry into one’s organization. Undoubtedly, the quantity and quality of job applicants
can be a major cost, waste of time and energy, and result
in numerous organizational issues (e.g., counterproductive
work behaviors, turnover) if these processes are not done effectively (Magnusen, Kim, Perrewé, & Ferris, 2014; Ployhart,
Schneider, & Schmitt, 2006; Rynes, 1991).
A 2012 global survey of more than 6,000 hiring managers
conducted by Career Builder showed that for more than 25%
of employers in the United States, Germany, and China, a
bad hire cost them roughly $50,000 or more (Gillet, 2014).
The cost of a bad hire can be even greater for businesses with
fewer than 100 employees. According to the Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners, a bad hire can cost a small business close to $200,000 (Finch, 2014). Thus, learning how best
to engage in recruiting activities is immensely important to
sport and entertainment hiring managers.
Our recruiting research focuses on both the perceptions
and experience of those working in the sport industry. Specifically, we concentrate on differentiating those with unrealistic expectations from those who have legitimate industry
experiences and are viable candidates. Such screening is important because internships and entry-level positions in the
community relations, marketing, sponsorships, and ticketing
offices of professional and intercollegiate sport organizations
often draw interest from hundreds if not thousands of applicants. Joan Barno, human resources specialist for MLB’s
Cleveland Indians, for example, receives job applications
from individuals all over the world. Moreover, she typically
receives thousands of applications for jobs. One year, she said
the Indians received more than 1,500 applications for only
six internship spots (Fatsis & Keating, 2006). As well, Mark
Cuban, owner of the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks, has remarked
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that there are thousands of people applying for every job in
the sport industry. In fact, when addressing the MIT Sloan
Sports Analytics Conference, he said: “I get 20 resumes a
week, minimum, minimum, saying ‘I’ll work for free. I just
want a chance.’ I get some – I get one or two month [saying]
‘I’ll pay you to come work’” (Boykin, 2012, para. 3).
From our research insights we also believe we can offer
a possible strategy that hiring managers for sport and entertainment brands can use to help them better screen the
applicant pool. Indeed, elite entertainment agencies such as
Artist Groups International, The Agency Group, Creative
Artists, Howard Rose, Marsha Vlasic, and William Morris
are looking for qualified employees too. They need artist personal assistants, booking agents, business managers, entertainment lawyers, production managers, and tour managers
(to name just a few positions). When these agencies hire new
employees, no differently than professional and intercollegiate sport organizations, they need competent and suitably
qualified individuals rather than admirers, fans, and those
simply seeking any sort of entry-level access to an exciting
industry.

Video Previews of Job Openings Create
Valuable Applicant Experiences
Do you want a pre-screened applicant pool? More precisely, do you want to eliminate “nuisance applicants”—fans and
dreamers who are basing their decisions to pursue a job, not
on the actual work requirements, but on attraction to a particular sport or entertainment brand and a romanticized idea
of what the job entails? Human resources personnel can utilize the “experience” theme by allowing interested job seekers
to virtually experience the job in video form before actually
applying. This helps eliminate applicants who are motivated
by “dream job hopes” and attract those individuals who are
qualified and more accurate in their understanding of jobs in
the sport and entertainment industries.
Our research suggests that with the right components in
the video preview, organizations can create a “pre-screening”
effect in the applicant pool. Some applicants see job elements
they find unattractive and undesirable and thus, their interest in the job position wanes. Other applicants see job elements that enhance their attraction to the position, leading
their interest in the job position to grow. Altogether, if done
correctly, producing a video preview of sport and entertainment jobs is beneficial to employers because they can create a
higher quality applicant pool filled with individuals who are
there because they are a strong fit for the open job position.

The Key to RJPs is ‘Organizational Fit’
In the management literature, various types of pre-application information are referred to as realistic job previews
Magnusen and Todd

(RJPs) and are often effective in pre-screening the applicant
pool. Fit is generally thought to represent how individuals interpret “characteristics of the job, organization, and recruiter in light of their needs and values” (Chapman, Uggerslev,
Carroll, Piasentin, & Jones, 2005, p. 929). It is a fundamental
aspect of recruiting and hiring. In a 2013 survey about job
and cultural fit conducted by Cubiks, an international development and assessment agency, 80% of employers worldwide
reported that cultural fit was a hiring main priority (Rivera,
2015). Demonstrating agreement with the survey results
about fit is Jason Hanold, CEO of Hanold Associates, which
is a boutique headhunting firm that has recruited senior talent for Amazon, eBay, Nike, McKinsey, and Xerox among a
litany other business organizations. Fit is paramount to Hanold, so much so that no matter how lucrative the offer, “we
do sometimes tell people, ‘No, you’re not right for XYZ Corp.’
or vice versa…if there’s no appetite there for what you’re best
at, it’s the wrong culture” (Fisher, 2014, para. 3). Altogether, various types of fit (e.g., person-vocation, person-job,
person-group, and person-organization are just a few) have
been addressed by researchers and are thought to represent
subtypes of fit tied to an overarching person-environment
(PE) interaction (Law, Wong, & Mobley, 1998).
To aid job applicants in the process of determining whether or not they are a good fit for a business organization, management scholars have used the term RJP as “the presentation by an organization of both favorable and unfavorable
job-related information to job candidates” (Phillips, 1998,
p. 673). Job descriptions have a tendency to include information that overstresses the positive features of a job irrespective of the environment in which they operate (Buckley,
Mobbs, Mendoza, Novicevic, Carraher, & Beu, 2002). On the
other hand, RJPs provide job seekers with a nuanced perspective of the pros and cons of the job they are considering.
Much like a medical vaccination, RJPs are believed to be a
beneficial recruiting tool for business organizations because
they give potential employees a small dose of “organizational reality” (Popovich & Wanous, 1982). The small dose of
organizational reality may better enable job candidates to
self-select—the method by which job candidates assess their
abilities in relation to the organization and a specific job. If
job candidates perceive a strong fit they will be more likely
to accept the job. On the contrary, if they believe they are not
a good fit for the job or organization, they will be more likely to withdraw their name from further consideration (Saks,
Wiesner, & Summers, 1994).

Guidelines for Developing Video Job
Previews for Your Firm
The Yale Persuasive Communication model (YPC model)
represents a social psychological approach to attitude change
that offers a convenient way in which to organize specific elVolume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 93
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ements that enhance the effectiveness of RJPs into a strategic plan of action. The YPC model (Hovland, Janis, & Kelly,
1953) classifies the viewing of RJPs as a form of persuasive
communication that can lead to attitude change because it
can fulfill one or more of the following four functions: (1)
knowledge, (2) adjustment (acting to satisfy needs), (3) ego
defense, and (4) value expression (Katz, 1960). For example,
RJPs can affect the ego defense function by offering job applicants an acceptable reason as to why they did not receive
a job offer (i.e., dealing with rejection). Of these functions,
knowledge may be most relevant for RJPs because it offers
job seekers new information (Popovich & Wanous, 1982).
Figure 1, which is adapted from Katz’s explanation, offers a
visual guide of how RJPs can fulfill the aforesaid functions
that lead to attitude change.
The YPC model also specifies how the process of persuasive communication—RJPs in our case—impacts five stages of attitude change: attention, comprehension, acceptance

(yielding), retention, and action (McGuire, 1969). This fivestage sequence of attitude change is the outcome of the persuasion process, which includes four categories of factors: (1)
the source of the message, (2) the contents of the message
itself, (3) the medium used (or channel), and (4) the type
of audience receiving the message. For example, in terms of
content, RJPs should include equal measures of positive and
negative information. They also should provide, at a minimum, the following: introduction to the organization and
department, general job description, occupational summary, explanation of work expectations (e.g., typical work day),
description of organizational and department cultures, and a
statement of the desired educational and work qualifications
for the position. Figure 2 provides an illustrated explanation
of these four categories and tips for how they specifically can
be incorporated into a video job preview course of action by
sport and entertainment hiring personnel.

Figure 1. RJPs as persuasive communication fulfilling one or more of the basic functions of attitudes.
Magnusen and Todd
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Figure 2. Key video RJP variables and how they can be used by sport and entertainment personnel.

The Relevance of Our Research
Over the past several years we have explored how jobs in
the sport and entertainment industry may be perceived differently by would-be applicants compared to jobs outside.
Much of our work incorporates several or all of the four categories of factors found in the YPC model. For instance, as
noted in Todd and Kent (2009) and Todd and Harris (2009),
the sport industry, because of its nature, often has hierarchical rankings of organizations that invite the factor of prestige to impact the desires of would-be applicants in a way
different than other industries (for instance: advertising,
marketing agencies, construction, airlines, real estate, food
manufacturers, banks, retail stores, etc…). So when asking
students attending a professional development conference
which segment of the sport industry they were targeting
for most of their applications to entry-level jobs, it was not
surprising to find that 60% were focused on “professional
leagues and teams” compared to 12% “marketing advertising
and PR agencies” (Todd & Andrew, 2008). Further, in a study
Magnusen and Todd

involving sport management students by Guo and Magnusen
(2014), the variables of familiarity and social prestige were
found to have a significant influence on students’ sense of
pride in a possible sport employer.
Most recently (i.e., Todd, Magnusen, Andrew, & Lachowetz, 2014), we began to explore how the approach of typical job applicants in sport and entertainment would change
were they allowed to actually experience the work itself before applying. In this sense, we took actual interns working
in the sport industry and asked them to make videos of their
experiences (realistic job previews). Then we used those videos to test how the intentions of would-be applicants change
when they experience the job in a video, compared to simply reading about the job in a typical job announcement. We
matched the elements between the written and video presentations just as a best practice in research methods. Study 1
results suggested job seekers’ acceptance intentions and attraction to the job changed after the job seeker encountered
video realistic information, and they changed in both directions, depending on the person. Some would-be job seekers
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became more attracted because of something they witnessed
in the video compared to the written job announcement, and
some less.
In a second study, we wondered how much the prestige of
the brand would affect the results, so we again used a video
of an intern working for a prominent sport brand and compared that to the same job in a regional and lower-tier sport
brand. Study 2 results suggested job seekers’ acceptance intentions and perceived job fit changed after encountering a
video RJP where perceived prestige was a factor. Thus, video
RJPs appear to provide additional information that wouldbe applicants use in their decisions to apply or not, and thus,
help pre-screen the pool for hiring managers. Ostensibly,
those who “opt out” of the application process would not be
potentially good fits in the first place, thus making the hiring
process more efficient.

What to Expect from Realistic Video Job
Previews
Decreased employee satisfaction, trust, and commitment
along with diminished work productivity and extra-role behaviors (i.e., going above and beyond formal job requirements)
can result from unmet expectations (Ambrose, Seabright, &
Schmike, 2002; Barksdale, Bellenger, Boles, & Brashear, 2003;
Hom, Griffeth, Palich, & Bracker, 1998). Individuals who have
received a RJP typically have more reasonable and accurate
job expectations compared to their counterparts (those only
receiving positive information) and are therefore less likely
to be dissatisfied, uncommitted, and leave shortly after being
hired. In other words, the balanced presentation of information found in video RJPs will benefit sport and entertainment
businesses by having a positive effect on turnover and employee satisfaction because the RJP contributes to lowered
job expectations instead of leaving the job applicant (or even
newly hired employee) with incorrect expectations.
In a previous article (i.e., Todd et al., 2014), we noted how
a small but growing number of college and universities such
as Duke and Harvard are creating academic course trailers,
“which are mini-movies that describe, thematically summarize, and advertise a particular course to students” (p. 67).
The course trailer helps students get a sense of a class prior to
actually taking it because it introduces the instructor, details
the history of the course and its contents, explains lecture
and work expectations (e.g., how assignments will be graded), and provides a memorable take-home message about the
course. All of this information helps students better evaluate a course and determine if they should enroll. In short,
the course trailer helps students determine whether or not a
course is a good fit for them.
Similar to the way course trailers can serve as an accurate
and compelling visual promotion for a college course, sport
and entertainment job trailers can offer potential applicants a
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video RJP that is both entertaining and informative. Instead
of only reviewing a written-form RJP, potential job applicants viewing a video RJP get to experience the job before
actually applying for it. In some cases, would-be applicants
may see something in the video RJP that turns them away
and decreases the likelihood of their application submittal;
in other instances, would-be applicants may see information
that boosts their interests. Therefore, incorporating video
RJPs into the recruiting and selection practices of their organizations may offer a simple and effective means for sport
and entertainment industry personnel to address a challenge
of online recruiting and improve the quality of their applicant pools.
In closing, to improve upon our video RJP recommendations, sport and entertainment employers should personalize
their content by developing a list of what they believe to be
best practices for video RJPs. These practices can be developed from internal evaluations of the job previews from relevant staff (e.g., HR personnel) as well as job applicant and
recent hire focus group feedback. Such evaluation processes
should help employers better understand what attracts qualified as well as unqualified applicants to their organization so
that they can continue to refine and improve the presentation
of realistic job information as they seek to reduce nuisance
applications and hire the best and brightest job seekers for
their organizations.
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n little more than 50 years, the Middle Eastern state of Qatar has become the richest per capita income country in the
world. Qatar’s wealth is principally derived from its mineral reserves, most notably gas and oil. While the country has
prospered from gas and oil revenues, it has created a dependency that exposes Qatar to, for example, price fluctuations
in commodities markets. In this context, the country has formulated an industrial vision for the country that addresses
the need both to broaden its industrial base and to utilize its
oil and gas revenues in an efficient and sustainable way.
One of the central tenants of this strategy is an acceptance of the role that sport and entertainment can play in
helping to build a newly emerging economy. As such, Qatar
has taken the decision to invest heavily in sport and entertainment in various ways, particularly through the hosting
of international sporting events, which is believed to generate an economic benefit for the country. At the same time,
the country is seeking to create an industrial infrastructure
for sport and entertainment through the creation of specialist organizations. The Qatari state also sees broader benefits
from investing in sport and entertainment—particularly social and geopolitical—which has added further credence to
its commitment to those activities. However, Qataris sporting prominence, in particular, is being affected by a series
of issues, ranging from governance concerns through to the
treatment of immigrant labor.
The purpose of this contribution is to examine the context within which Qatar has rapidly ascended to a position
of global sporting importance. The resource position and
wealth of the country is highlighted, while the subsequent
development of its vision and industrial strategy is profiled.
Thereafter, the strategic role that sport plays in Qatar is analyzed, especially with regards to the industrial, social, and
geopolitical aspects of it. An examination of the problems
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facing the development of sport is also then provided. I
conclude by examining the implications of Qatari strategy
for a range of sporting stakeholders, including commercial
partners such as sponsors. The conclusions also provide further insights for other organizations and businesses seeking
to engage in operations both in Qatar and elsewhere in the
Middle East.
Having worked in the Middle East for the last five years,
most recently as Director of Research for Josoor Institute
in Qatar, I have been able to gain an in-depth insight into
the business culture of the region. In particular, working in
sport—specifically related to the World Cup—means that I
have worked closely with leading government figures, decision-makers, and businesses as Qatar continues to prepare
both for the 2022 World Cup and the stream of other sporting events the country is due to host. As such, the content
analysis provided in this piece melds practical experience
with academic insights into sport in the Gulf.

Resource Wealth and Country Strategy
From shortly before the Second World War, Qatar (which
at the time had a population of only 25,000 people) began
extracting oil in conjunction with British petroleum companies. At the time, this small Middle Eastern country was a
protectorate of Great Britain and together both countries had
been exploring for oil since the early 1930s. In 1949, Qatar
began exporting oil for the first time and by the early 1970s it
had gained independence from Britain.
In the period since, Qatar has become the world’s eighth
largest exporter of petroleum products—21 million tons per
annum, which is 3.9% of the world’s export total. However,
it is following the discovery of significant gas deposits that
Qatar has become a key global energy supplier; the country
produces 161 billion cubic meters per annum, which is 4.6%
of the world’s total. In turn, Qatar has become the world’s
second largest exporter of gas, sending 121 billion cubic meters of its annual supply overseas (International Energy Authority, 2014).
Mineral revenues have consequently propelled Qatar into
a position where it is now widely acknowledged as being the
richest per capita income nation in the world. One estimate
indicates that figures for income per head could be as high
as $100,260 per annum (World Bank, 2015). Such wealth
is reflected too in Qatar’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
($202.6 billion) and its annual growth (e.g., 26.2% in 2006;
10% in 2010; and from then on averaging around 6.5% per
annum).
But as the recent global economic downturn and turbulence in commodities markets prove, Qatar has been rather
too dependent upon its mineral revenues. Indeed, figures
show that even as recently as 2011, approximately only 40%
of Qatar’s annual GDP was generated from non-hydrocarChadwick

bon sources. Furthermore, even local media outlets have acknowledged that, while the Qatari economy (Kovessy, 2014)
appears to be maturing, it still remains at the behest of price
movements in oil and gas markets.
With such a dependence in mind, during 2008 Qatar formulated a National Vision aimed at utilizing the country’s
mineral wealth while diversifying its economy and delivering
on a number of agendas (Qatar, 2008). There are four main
pillars underpinning the vision:
• Economic Development – leading to the creation of a
competitive and diversified economy capable of meeting
the needs of, and securing a high standard of living for, all
its people both currently and in the future
• Social Development – leading to the development of a just
and caring society based on high moral standards, and capable of playing a significant role in global partnerships
for development
• Human Development – leading to the development of all
Qatar’s people enabling them to sustain a prosperous society
• Environmental Development – managing the environment in such a way that there is harmony between economic growth, social development, and environmental
protection
The Qatari state believes that sport is one of the ways
through which the four pillars can be aligned, and has therefore made a major commitment to investing in and promoting sport. A specific foundation for this has been the decision
to bid for and host international sporting events, which it is
believed
• generate economic impact by stimulating infrastructural
developments, promoting business activity, and supporting tourism;
• enable social impact by motivating the country’s population to engage more actively in sport, while fostering social cohesion and integration;
• support the development of human capital by providing
opportunities to improve the knowledge, skills, and competences of the nation’s workforce through sport-related
programs; and
• create opportunities to innovate in the area of environmental development in order that challenges faced both
by the country itself and more generally across the world
can be addressed.
Winning the right to host the 2022 soccer World Cup has
been the focal point for Qatar’s strategy thus far, although
the country has also successfully bid for and hosted events
such as the World Handball Championship, with the World
Athletics Championship due to take place in 2019. Meeting
the requirements needed to stage such events has led to the
development of new venues (such as the Lusail indoor arena)
and several new infrastructural projects. For instance, the
new Doha Metro system is being constructed in a way that
will link the 2022 World Cup venues.
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At the same time, Qatari authorities have implemented a
series of measures that have been designed to boost sport-related businesses while enhancing the value of the country’s
human capital. Under the auspices of the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy (the Qatari organization responsible for planning and organizing the infrastructure for soccer’s World Cup), several programs have been introduced.
For example, the Challenge 22 initiative aims to unite, inspire, and challenge the region’s brightest minds, providing
innovative thinkers with the opportunity to have their ideas
showcased in front of an audience of billions in 2022 and beyond. One outcome has been the award of funding to young
entrepreneurs who are starting businesses connected to the
World Cup.
In spite of the rapid development of Qatar and its emergence as an influential country in the sporting landscape, the
nation faces some key challenges. For instance, the country
has one of the highest incidences of diabetes in the world,
a problem that is often directly attributable to the sedentary nature of Qatari lifestyles (Elshafei et al., 2010). Sport
is therefore seen as being one means through which such
health problems can be addressed. At the same time, the
country faces significant social challenges, notably the cohesion and identity of its population. Of the 2.1 million people
who are either Qatari or eligible to reside in Qatar, around
90% are nationalities other than Qatari (Snoj, 2013). To illustrate the diversity, 400,000 are Nepalese, 200,000 are Filipinos, 180,000 are Egyptians, and 150,000 are Bangladeshis.
This continues to create issues of national identity and social
cohesion, which the Qatari authorities hope can be successfully addressed through the country’s integrated strategic approach to sport.
While there are no doubt potential domestic benefits to
the National Vision, sport in turn has been utilized by the
Qataris as a means of exerting soft power influence externally. Nye (2004) has characterized soft power as being the
ability to attract and co-opt rather than coerce, use force, or
give money as a means of persuasion. Furthermore, he identifies soft power as being the ability to shape the preferences
of others through appeal and attraction.
For a relatively small and, until quite recently, under-developed nation, sport provides a high profile means of exerting soft power. The networked nature of modern sport (Wolfe
et al., 2002) means that, for example, hosting a mega-event
enables a country to engage with decision-makers and politicians, business people, and key influencers. As such, this
can enable a country to begin influencing not only sporting
decisions but also broader economic, political, social, and
cultural matters. Qatar and its ruling family have since the
1990s actively pursued an ambitious political agenda aimed
at building regional and international influence (Pavgi &
Kadaba, 2012). Event bidding and hosting has therefore rapidly become a way in which the country is not only thrust
Chadwick

into the international spotlight, it also enhances Qatar’s geopolitical influence.
In order to realize its National Vision, Qatar formulated
an initial medium-term strategy—the National Development Strategy 2011-2016. This emphasizes the importance
of sport in the way that it increases the opportunities for
people to participate in physical activities, while “enhancing
international understanding and cooperation on a cultural,
economic, social and political level.” Looking ahead to the
country’s hosting of events such as the World Cup, the midterm strategy also focuses on fan engagement and talent
development. At one level, winning sporting performances
may well be good for the purposes of social cohesion, but
engaging fans through sporting success in order to maximize
event attendances is important too. Furthermore, with such
high levels of investment having been made by the Qatari
state, winning is not only an image-enhancing exercise but
also a plan that guards against embarrassment.
Underpinning the strategy, Qatari sport is unsurprisingly
driven by the state rather than being either market-driven (as
in the United States) or organized in way that is similar to socially democratic countries (such as some of those in Western Europe). That said, while the role of the state is heavily focused on ensuring sport contributes to delivering the
National Vision, this role nevertheless emphasizes the need
for different organizations to ultimately become self-sustaining. For example, the International Centre for Sport Security
(ICSS) was established and is based in Doha, with a remit to
become “a global hub of expertise [working] with all those
responsible for sport security, safety and integrity [of sport].”
Initially funded by the state, the ICSS is now increasingly building revenue streams from commercial contracts—a
model that appears to have become the preferred norm in
Qatar.
Execution of both the long- and medium-term strategies
is the responsibility of two organizations: the Ministry of
Youth and Sports (MOYS) and the Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC). The former organization is the regulatory body
for all non-Olympic sports, providing a focal point for coordination and management of sporting strategy as it pertains
to the likes of Grand Prix motor cycle racing and horse racing. The latter organization mirrors the activities one normally expects a National Olympic Committee to be engaged
in. However, the QOC has a somewhat broader role than
most other Olympic Committees in the way that it embraces
sport development in Qatar (as both a leisure time and elite
professional activity), the promotion of sports event hosting,
and its role as a lead in instigating infrastructural developments in sport (Rolim Silva, 2014).
In addressing its vision, strategy, and the execution of
the strategy, Qatar has already made sizeable investments
in sport. It is estimated that $200 billion will be spent on
preparing for the World Cup, of which $140 billion is being
spent on transport infrastructure and $20 billion on tourism
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projects (Scharfenort, 2012). Meanwhile, Qatar Sport Investment (QSI), part of the country’s sovereign wealth fund, has
reportedly spent €70 million on acquiring sole ownership of
the French soccer club Paris Saint Germain (Kuper, 2014).
QSI has also spent €150 million on a sponsorship deal with
Spanish soccer’s FC Barcelona, while also establishing the
BURRDA sportswear brand (which has deals with, for example, France’s Toulon Rugby Union club) and building the
beINSport television channel. The Aspire Academy (an organization that aims to develop Qatari sports champions, while
fostering a healthy, active lifestyle in Qatar) has also acquired
the Belgian soccer club K.A.S. Eupen (Borden et al., 2014) as
a basis for development Qatari footballing talent.
There is some evidence that Qatar’s investment in sport is
already beginning to generate a tangible return. The country
is increasingly prominent on the global sporting mega-event
circuit (Foley et al., 2012), and is now rumored to be involved
in a bid to acquire ownership of Formula 1 Grand Prix motor racing (Chadwick, 2015) as the country seeks to extend
its influence. In addition, some Qatari athletes are becoming
successful international performers, with high jumper Mutaz Essa Barshim being one example (Campbell, 2011). Even
though many facilities in Doha are still being constructed,
the Khalifa International Stadium in Doha will play host to
the 2019 International Amateur Athletics Federation World
Championships, while the Aspire Zone continues to play
host as a training camp for the likes of German soccer team
Bayern Munich. Indeed, so confident is Qatar of its growing
role in global sport that the country’s Emir has recently proclaimed the country is aiming to become the global capital of
sport (Baux & Haj, 2014).

Complex Business Environment
Qatar’s ascendancy has not come without problems, and the
country faces ongoing difficulties in its attempts to be accepted as a sporting superpower. The most obvious manifestation
of this are the ongoing concerns over the country’s hosting
of the World Cup. There remains some speculation that the
2022 tournament is under threat and that the country’s right
to host the event may be taken away by either the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) or legal
authorities. Whether or not there is any substance to such a
threat remains to be seen; indeed, it is unlikely that any action will be taken before a FIFA reform taskforce has investigated the 2018 and 2022 World Cup decisions (Pielke, 2013).
Furthermore, should the reform taskforce even find evidence
of any wrongdoing, it is highly likely that Qatar will put up
a robust defense against any decision to deny the country’s
hosting rights.
Debate about the 2022 World Cup has nevertheless seemingly served as a conduit for a series of other issues, which are
frequently recited by critics (such as Brannagan & GiulianotChadwick

ti, 2014) as being reasons why sporting mega-events should
not be hosted in Qatar. One is the nature of the country’s
climate, a concern that has already led to the 2022 event’s
rescheduling from summer to winter. This required some
political maneuvering by FIFA to facilitate this, notably an
adjustment in the payments it makes to national soccer associations. However, this does not distract from the ongoing
issue of how to successfully stage sporting events in the high
summer temperatures of the Middle East. Until such time
that there is a global public debate about this matter, concerns can at least only endure although they may intensify
even further as Qatar successfully bids to host other international sporting events.
A further problem that has attracted the attention of the
media, human rights groups, and various other stakeholders
in sport (such as sponsors) has been the treatment of migrant
labor in Qatar. With such ambitious development plans in
place and infrastructural projects being rapidly undertaken,
Qatar has been relying heavily upon immigrant labor. There
is a general domestic division of labor in the country; the
likes of European and North American immigrants most frequently work in professional roles, while Filipinos and other
East Asians are most likely to be found in domestic and other
service work. But it is the role and treatment of immigrant
construction workers that has attracted most attention from
organizations such as Human Rights Watch (2015).
The vast majority of the Nepalese and Bangladeshi citizens currently working in Qatar are almost exclusively construction workers. They are employed under a labor market
system known as Kafala; while not exclusive to Qatar (it is
a common form of labor market organization in the Gulf
region; Kamrava & Babar, 2012), it has attracted particular attention as some critics view it as a form of modern
day slavery (Khan, 2014). Kafala operates on the basis of an
in-country sponsor being responsible for the visa and legal
status of an immigrant, as well as for their employment and
associated conditions.
Despite having its roots in Bedouin culture (Khan & Harroff-Tavel, 2011), many critics now see Kafala as being an
anachronism that has delegated Qatari immigration control
to private organizations (Baldwin-Edwards, 2011). As a result, there is a view that immigrants are being exploited, held
in the country against their will, and are routinely subject
to unacceptable working conditions. The deaths of immigrant workers employed on construction sites has prompted
intense scrutiny, with one report suggesting that one Nepalese construction worker dies every two days on a Qatari
construction site (Gibson & Pattison, 2014). With more
immigrant workers due to commence employment in the
country—50,000 alone from Bangladesh (Kovessy, 2015)—
the scrutiny around immigrant labor is set to intensify even
further.
While it is somewhat disingenuous of several critics to
suggest that Qatar’s staging of the World Cup has exacerbatVolume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 101
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ed the plight of immigrant construction workers, the country’s intended staging of the tournament is shining a light
on established labor practices. One view is that Qatar and its
sporting plans are now being exposed for their harsh reality; the counter view, however, is that the scrutiny is exactly
what Qatar needs as it seeks to make the transition to a modern, progressive country. In among the statements defending its record on immigrant labor, Qatar has acknowledged
the need for change by employing an international law firm
to examine labor conditions and propose changes (Walker,
2014). However, this process has taken longer than expected, which has heightened both the scrutiny and criticism of
Qatar, as well as casting doubt in some quarters upon the
country’s commitment to meaningful labor market change
(Amnesty International, 2015).
Even assuming that Qatar is able to bring about change
to its current labor market practices such that critics are placated, there remain some other fundamental challenges for
the country. In one sense, Qatar’s strategy for sport is exemplary—a textbook example of strategy formulation. But its
implementation and effectiveness remain open to question.
The engagement of people as both fans and active sport participants displays noble intent, but in practical terms is proving more difficult to achieve, as, for example, the European
experience shows building a fan culture can take years, if not
decades, to achieve. There is no fast track to deeply embedded fandom and the resultant attendance at matches, which
reports of Qatar hiring overseas fans during the 2015 World
Handball Championship appear to suitably illustrate (Fatsis,
2015).
There are issues too in stimulating active participation in
sport; Qatar’s climate is not always conducive to sport, sometimes restricting people to indoor activities at certain times
of the year. At the same time, the country’s urban planning
as well as its evolving car culture pose particular challenges
for officials seeking to motivate people to adopt more active
lifestyles. Such challenges are exacerbated still further by the
ethnic diversity of the country’s population and their life
experiences when living in Qatar. For instance, cricket is a
hugely popular sport among immigrants from the Indian
sub-continent. Yet there is little opportunity for such people
to engage with the sport; not only is there a lack of facilities,
but they often have little time to play nor is Qatar actively
seeking to promote the sport in the same way as, say, soccer
(which is globally more popular).
Whatever the progress of Qatar in seeking to realize its
vision and no matter how successful the country might be
in making changes to, for example, its labor market, one suspects a degree of cynicism will remain. Qatar is often criticized for using the country’s financial strength to fast track
itself into positions that other nations have worked hard for
years to achieve. This has fostered resentment among some
countries and has at times caused difficulties for Qatar. Nowhere is this more apparent than with Qatar’s sometimes unChadwick

easy relationship with its regional neighbors, which in part
is the result of Qatar’s assumed regional position and its soft
power agenda as it pertains to these neighbors (Pavgi & Kadaba, 2012).
Nowhere is this more evident than in soccer; Qatari investment in Paris Saint Germain and the Spanish La Liga
club Malaga rivals that of its neighbors Abu Dhabi and its investment in English Premier League club Manchester City. In
parallel, sponsorship of these clubs has become a focal point
for competition between the state-run airlines from countries in the Gulf region. As Qatar Airways has spent heavily
on its deal with FC Barcelona, Abu Dhabi’s Etihad Airways
has similarly invested in its sponsorship deal with Manchester City. Alongside this, Dubai’s Emirates Airlines has signed
high-value deals with the likes of Spain’s Real Madrid, Italy’s
AC Milan, and England’s Arsenal. It is a well-rehearsed argument that sport and politics don’t mix with some people
similarly arguing that sport is not a business. But Qatar’s National Vision clearly puts sport center stage in both contexts,
which seems to have created an environment in which some
commentators argue that sport has become secondarily important relative to the political and commercial interests associated with it.

Doing Business in Qatar
Qatar is currently in the midst of a unique exercise in which
a modern, 21st century nation is being constructed in the
desert using huge revenues derived from the extraction and
sale of significant mineral deposits. Such is the magnitude
of these deposits that the country has achieved a level of
wealth that is enabling an unsurpassed level of investment in
strategies and associated projects, particularly in sport. For
the likes of companies specializing in the design and construction of stadiums, there are massive opportunities linked
to the 2022 World Cup and to other sporting events being
staged there. And for sports fans, the country’s desire to create an enhanced, cutting-edge sporting experience suggests
that new ways of engaging with fans and delivering sport will
be driven by Qatar’s Nation Vision and commitment to sport.
Yet with the unique nature of sport in Qatar come some
equally notable challenges, especially the way in which the
country’s sport industry represents a convergence of geo-political, economic, social, and commercial forces. Qatar’s
sporting development is at once very simple but at the same
time highly complex. Notwithstanding the observations
made above, one also has to remember that doing business
in Qatar means doing business in a country that is both religiously conservative and patriarchal. At the same time, the
country is very keen to uphold Qatari values and promote
the development of Qatari talent in spite of native Qataris
constituting just 10% of the total population. These factors
have created a distinctive national culture that is often very
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different to the environments in which many people in sport
and other sectors have previously worked. Furthermore, with
the state heavily involved in promoting sport and other industries, it is worthwhile noting too the bureaucracy inherited from the British civil service and military authorities who
worked in Qatar during times of Great Britain’s protectorate.
Otherwise, Qatar and its sporting ambitions hold some
important lessons for the industry in general, as well as for
the entertainment and tourism industries, and business as a
whole. Arguably the most fundamental of these is the rise of
Asia and the general eastward shift of economic and commercial activity. As Europe has grappled with economic austerity and North America has confronted its own economic
challenges, business and sport have increasingly gravitated towards new Asian markets, the Gulf region being one.
Qatar’s emergence has therefore taken place at a time when
sports such as Formula One motor racing has been seeking to
diversify away from the mature, sometimes struggling markets of Western Europe. We have therefore witnessed new
event destinations emerging (like Qatar), which have characteristics, cultures, and expectations that are very different to
those of established 20th century event destinations.
At the same time, countries such as Qatar, Dubai, and
Abu Dhabi (as well as beyond to the likes of India, Malaysia,
and China) have started to aggressively pursue commercial
opportunities in other parts of the world. This has ranged
from investing in land and property (e.g., the Qatar Investment Authority owns a sizeable proportion of London’s
2012 Olympic Park), through to the acquisition of clubs and
teams (in addition to Qatari ownership of soccer clubs, Chinese entrepreneurs have started to invest in European clubs
like Spain’s Atletico Madrid). Not only is this changing the
balance of power across global sport, it is also affecting the
foundations of sport, the motives for engaging with sport,
the way in which sport is managed, and the outcomes that are
expected of sport. In the case of Qatar, this means that decisions made in relation to sport invariably have to be couched
in terms of the National Vision. In other words, what others
may refer to as the “business case” for making a particular
decision—whether it staging an event, investing in a team,
or initiating a construction project—must be justifiable in
terms of the National Vision’s four pillars.
There is a further dimension to this in Qatar, with the
state heavily committed to delivering the country’s National Vision. As the 2022 World Cup testifies, the state’s role is
apparent both in terms of determining goals and driving decision-making. This marks out the Qatari approach to sport,
and indeed industry in general, as being significantly different to that of other countries, particularly those in the West.
For organizations therefore seeking to do business in Qatar—in sport and otherwise—it is worthwhile noting that the
state serves both as gatekeeper and regulator. Significantly,
at this stage in the country’s strategic planning cycle, “doing
business” in Qatar typically means linking business activiChadwick

ty to the four pillars. However, as Qatar moves into its next
strategic cycle (from 2016 onwards) and as domestic markets
mature, it is increasingly likely that sport will be required to
operate more according to market and commercial principles defined by the state.
With heavy state investment driving Qatar forwards, it is
entirely predictable that the country’s decision-makers are
extremely keen to ensure the country maximizes the return
on its investment. It is in this context that organizations, businesses, and other stakeholders seeking to operate in Qatar
should manage their activities. Acknowledging and incorporating the country’s National Vision into one’s decisions
is an important part of this. But being able to translate this
into appropriate actions is just as important. To successfully
operate in Qatar requires an intimate knowledge of local culture, particularly in the way it connects to religion and the
importance of Islam. For those readers who are unfamiliar
with, for example, the religious festival of Ramadan, understanding how this impacts upon one’s operations is vital.
Religion too significantly affects the way in which organizations operate; for instance, one of the central principles
of Islam is that people should make charitable gestures towards those less fortunate than themselves (something that
is especially the case during Ramadan). Adopting such an
orientation is therefore something that “doing business” in
Qatar and the Gulf region should entail. Qatari identity nevertheless embraces more than religion alone; indeed, as a relatively new state, the country’s rulers are very keen to build
its identity, presence, and, in commercial terms, brand. Understanding what Qatar is seeking to become is important,
especially as the image and reputation the country is seeking
to build is one of it being progressive and modern. A successful association with Qatar consequently requires an ability to
align traditional values with a forward-thinking approach to
business.
Sport is playing an important role in helping Qatar to
build its brand and its image, a role that extends from the
country’s rulers through to the support of fans. Qatari fandom is currently an emotive issue; faced with a hugely diverse population, often with disparate needs, which is largely
and constantly in transit, building a sporting culture is a major challenge for the nation. Although Qatar is rapidly building some of the world’s most impressive sports facilities and
hiring some of the sport and entertainment industries’ most
accomplished managers, engaging fans is proving to be more
challenging. Understanding the process of fan or customer
engagement in sport—in fact in any industry—is a major
challenge for the country and those stakeholders operating
in Qatar. Here is a country that does not have the socio-cultural history of, say, European football, plus socio-cultural
pressures are often different to elsewhere in the world.
One important influence on identity and consumption
behavior is the role of family members. It would therefore
appear that attempts to build a sporting culture should sensiVolume 1 • Number 3 • 2015 • SER 103
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bly be rooted in the influence that parents and grandparents
exert on their families. These generational influences are important too in other industrial sectors such as entertainment,
although they should be set in the context of a strengthening
social media culture. Social media developments are intriguing and suggest a role for it in building a culture of sporting
engagement that aligns family traditions and the recounting
of stories that typically underpin sport and entertainment in
countries across the world.
Otherwise, whether in sport or another industrial sector,
Qatar will continue to gain prominence in the global industrial landscape. Major investments are being made in building infrastructure, hosting events, and attracting business in
arts and heritage, tourism, science and health, and research.
While the observations made here are set principally in the
context of sport, there are generic lessons for other industrial sectors within this. Qatar is becoming a seductive market
and an exciting place to do business. But as a young and still
immature country that poses significant challenges to those
operating in Qatar, there are lessons that potential new entrants to the market would do well to heed.

Conclusions
On the back of large revenues derived from mineral wealth
and a desire by the country’s rulers to diversify its economy,
Qatar has rapidly become a significant player in the global sport industry. Having adopted a long-term strategic and
holistic approach to planning and delivering sport, Qatar is
hosting events, acquiring sports assets, and promoting sport
as a basis through which the well-being of its population can
be enhanced. At the same time, the country’s state authorities are using sport as an instrument of soft power, which in
combination means the Qatari approach to sport is highly
distinctive, if not unique. This simultaneously presents both
challenges and opportunities for stakeholders in sport. While
there are likely to be strong commercial opportunities ahead
for the likes of suppliers and consultants, Qatar’s culture and
its goals pose some challenges too. As such, it is important
that businesses and stakeholders from outside the country
and the near region understand and accept this, and manage
their activities accordingly. In particular, it is important for
these businesses and stakeholders to respect Qatari intentions to develop their country and enable its transition to a
modern 21st century economy. For those examining Qatar
as, for example, a potential market place, it is therefore important to note that decisions taken in connection with the
Middle East state need to be couched in terms of the benefits
a presence in Qatar will bring to the country itself.
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McKelvey: Let’s start by sharing with our readers a little
of the creation of the Circuit of the Americas (COTA), the
major events you attract, and your primary responsibilities
there.
Moore: Circuit of The Americas is located in Austin, Texas, and was created to be a state-of-the-art Grand Prix race
track and event facility. For those who aren’t familiar with
Grand Prix racing, it is typified by racing on a road course
versus an oval track.
The biggest event we host at COTA is the Formula 1 United States Grand Prix. The track, which is the only Grade 1
race track in North America (which means it is the highest
quality track available), was also designed to host the highest
form of motorcycle racing, the FIM MotoGP World Championship. The race we host is the Red Bull Grand Prix of the
Americas. We also host a major sports car race weekend
called Lone Star Le Mans. It features the premier sports car
series in America, the International Motor Sports Associa-
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tion (IMSA) and the FIM World Endurance Championship
(WEC). The WEC teams are the very ones that participate in
the world’s most famous race, the 24 Hours of Le Mans. We
are the only track they visit in this country.
We have also hosted the ESPN Summer X Games for the
last two years (and have a contract to host it for another two
years). This event really shows the versatility of our venue.
It uses portions of our race track for racing cars, trucks, and
motorcycles. It uses portions of our track, grandstands, and
hospitality facilities for skateboard and BMX events (Big Air,
park, and street courses). X Games was also the first time
we used our large infield area for a concert—Metallica drew
more than 40,000 to our inaugural SuperStage event.
COTA also features the Austin 360 Amphitheater in our
Grand Plaza. We partner with LiveNation on the A360—it
has about 25 to 30 major concerts there annually. The A360
is a spectacular amphitheater. It was named Pollstar’s “Best
New Major Concert Venue” for 2013.
As the Chief Revenue Officer for COTA, I am responsible for sponsorships, ticket sales, and suite/hospitality sales
for the events that come to our facility. I joined COTA in
June 2011. I was fortunate to be a part of our first event, the
Formula 1 United States 2012 Grand Prix, which was named
“The Sports Event of the Year” at the 2013 SportsBusiness
Journal annual awards event.
McKelvey: A recent article described COTA as “a leader
in environmental stewardship and protection” since opening
in 2012. What as the impetus behind this?
Moore: To create the Circuit of The Americas, there had
to be significant agreements made between COTA, Austin,
county, and state officials. Austin is very progressive city, so
it was important to them that the facility and hosted events
be operated in an environmentally friendly manner that is
in line with how they embrace environmental responsibility.
So, together, we came up with a list of things that were important to each of us and then we hired Edgar Farrera as our
Director of Sustainability (perhaps a first for a race track in
America) to make sure we live it every day. Some people see
the concept of sustainability and race track as being mutually exclusive concepts. However, Edgar does an excellent job
of showing us how we can improve every action we take as
an organization to be more aware of how we use resources
and how we can be a better partner to everyone we interact
with—fans, our surroundings, Austin, race series, etc.
McKelvey: COTA won the Federation Internationale de
Motocyclisme’s (FIM) 2014 Environmental Award for its
sustainability initiatives during the 2014 MotoGP Red Bull
Grand Prix of the Americas. Was this a first for a US facility
and can you describe some of the major initiatives that led to
winning this award?
Moore: The award was a first for a US facility. The American Motocyclist Association won the award in 1998, which
is the only other time the award has gone to an American
entity. It is the third time a circuit has been recognized; preMcKelvey

vious winners include Nürburgring (1999) and Catalunya
(2012). The FIM Environmental Award encourages greater
awareness of environmental concerns within the motorcycling world, and rewards significant contributions to the protection of the environment.
McKelvey: What are some of the more unique and innovative things COTA is doing in terms of sustainability initiatives?
Moore: Since its inception, COTA has been committed
to setting a standard for sustainability programs within major event facilities. Our recent accomplishments include the
following:
COTA is the only circuit in the world with a permanent
sustainability staff, tasked with addressing environmental
issues year-round. We have emphasized site stewardship in
many ways. One is by incorporating two tallgrass prairie restoration designated areas (over 40 acres). These areas are in
the heart of the facility and they very well could have been
used for commercial purposes, so this was not a casual commitment. Other ways we have shown our site stewardship is
with seven protected critical environmental features (ponds)
with quarterly water quality testing, one dry creek restoration
project, invasive plant removal, and an on-site apiary with 50
honey bee hives, which was inspired by one of our investors,
John Paul DeJoria.
In terms of resource recovery, COTA has a recycling and
composting program for all major events and concerts. Some
results from that program include: MotoGP (April, 2014):
6.4 tons recycled, 1.8 tons composted; RedFest (May 2014):
6.6 tons recycled, .6 tons composted; X Games (June 2014):
300.3 tons recycled, 8.6 tons composted; and Lone Star Le
Mans (October 2014): 11.7 tons recycled, 3.7 tons composted. We also use compost as fertilizer for the track verge. Regarding conservation, 23,000 water bottles have been kept
out of the landfill by dispensing 11,000 liters of free drinking
water to guests.
With regard to energy and the atmosphere, COTA subscribes to more than 2 million kilowatt hours of renewable
energy through the local utilities’ GreenChoice program.
Some data from that program include 182,500 kilowatt hours
of clean energy used for MotoGP alone. This has led to 3,200
metric tons of CO2 equivalency offset using certified carbon credits. Additional carbon offsets have been achieved
through a local tree planting program.
COTA’s sustainability programs have been recognized
for their impact. In recognition of COTA’s environmental
accomplishments, the FIM awarded the 2014 FIM Environmental Award to COTA. We also reach out to guests by encouraging them to participate in COTA’s environmental program by posting images of them keeping COTA clean and
sustainable, with winning images receiving prizes.
McKelvey: A commitment to sustainability is certainly a
worthy goal in and of itself, but I suspect that there are some
financial incentives and rewards to this. Can you elaborate
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on this, and how some of your initiatives impact your bottom
line?
Moore: As discussed above, COTA would not exist if it
weren’t for our commitment to sustainability. Conserving
water and energy are good for everyone and we see cost reductions that help us measure our efforts. And it doesn’t cost
you any more resources (time and money) to be an aggressive recycler. So, why not do it?
And, while we like the external rewards we get from fans,
community groups, and media for having a robust sustainability program, we also like the internal rewards we get from
our employees—they like working for a company that makes
the effort.
McKelvey: I read that COTA is a member of The Green
Sports Alliance. Can you discuss this initiative in terms of its
mission and purpose?
Moore: The Green Sports Alliance leverages the cultural and market influence of sports to promote healthy, sustainable communities where we live and play. They do so
by inspiring sports leagues, teams, venues, their partners,
and millions of fans to embrace renewable energy, healthy
food, recycling, water efficiency, species preservation, safer
chemicals, and other environmentally preferable practices.
Alliance members represent more than 300 sports teams and
venues from 20 different sports leagues and 14 countries.
Since February of 2010, the Alliance has brought together
venue operators, sports team executives, and environmental
scientists to exchange information about better practices and
develop solutions to their environmental challenges that are
cost-competitive and innovative.
The information gathered from this collaboration is available to Alliance members in order that they gain a better understanding of how sporting events can be performed in an
environmentally sensitive manner. Circuit of The Americas
was one of the first motorsports organizations to join the Alliance, and our programs are frequently presented at their
annual conference.
McKelvey: Keeping with the theme of sustainability in
sport facility management, can you share a few other US facilities and organizations that are thought and action leaders
in this space?
Moore: In terms of organizations, the Green Sports Alliance is a valuable resource for the greening of sports. They
have resources, webinars, conferences, and case studies that
can benefit any sports team, league, or venue. The National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association (NIRSA) is a
great resource for collegiate sport programs, and the International Facility Management Association (IFMA) for facility
management, in general. In terms of the construction and
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operation of sports facilities, particularly new ones, the US
Green Building Council has very good programs and resources.
In terms of motorsports, the FIM is a thought leader. They
have an active program to promote sustainability at motorcycling events around the world, they maintain environmental standards, and many of their key athletes (such as world
champions Marc Marquez and Valentino Rossi) participate
as eco-ambassadors.
McKelvey: Taking out your crystal ball, what do you see
in the future for the sustainability movement in facility management? What’s next, short and long term?
Moore: The sport and entertainment world is about action, competition, and excellence. In terms of sustainability,
this means it is time to take positive action. Get involved,
do better, try harder. Recycling is a great start, but it isn’t
enough. Facilities and events should strive for zero waste and
continue to steadily improve their resource conservation efforts.
We also need to align with leagues, race series, entertainers, and athletes and sponsors to amplify the sustainability
message to fans. Can you remember a time when people
didn’t wear seat belts? Or when people littered on highways
without a second thought? People can change for the better,
but we need to get the positive message out consistently to
bring about these changes.
Longer term, the term “sustainability” itself is likely to be
stretched to include STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) education programs, which is where COTA
and the events we host (F1, MotoGP, sports car racing, and X
Games) provide a living, exciting example of the cutting edge
of STEM topics.
McKelvey: COTA signed a major partnership deal with
RetailMeNot, the world’s largest coupon digital marketplace.
This seems on the surface to be a fairly non-traditional corporate partnership program. Can you share a little of how
this deal came together, and how it’s being activated?
Moore: RetailMeNot has a big presence in Austin, so it
was natural for us to get together. I think the most important aspect of the partnership is that we recognize that digital
marketplaces are an important place for us to be—we need to
bring our events and products to the widest amount of people possible. The important thing for us is to do it in a way
that integrates the offers into the normal pattern of our sales
and marketing campaigns. So, this means our offers on digital platforms might not have as large of a discount as some
of their offerings might, but they can still be designed to offer
value to their audience.
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